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ISSUE: GOVERNMENT/POLITICS 

 
11/04/2014 at 9:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes… It’s time to make a statement: we want less 
government… Libertarians should shut down their party. They’re just causing problems for the country 
by causing problems for Republican candidates… Social conservatives and fiscal conservatives have 
the same basic goal – stop Leftism. 
 
11/05/2014 at 12:00…Michael Medved…60 minutes… Republicans had a very big night, winning 
control of the Senate and adding more seats in Congress.  And that’s just the start. Republicans made 
major gains in the States: more governors, more state legislators. 
 
11/10/2014 at 10:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes… According to exit polls, Democrats and 
Republicans really do see the country differently… A young Libertarian voter realizes that he’s wasting 
his vote; worse, he’s aiding the Left… In a country used to hideous atrocities, Mexico is rocked by the 
murder of 43 students… Now that the Republicans have a majority in the Senate, what should they do 
with it? 
 
11/10/2014 at 10:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes… Dennis talks to John Yoo, Professor of Law at 
University of California, Berkeley. From 2001 to 2003, he served as a deputy assistant attorney general 
in the Office of Legal Counsel at the U.S. Department of Justice, where he worked on issues involving 
foreign affairs, national security and the separation of powers. Yoo calls the Democrats’ “Torture” 
report reckless and irresponsible… Based on European court rulings, what the CIA has been accused of 
does not rise to the level of torture. 
 
 
ISSUE: FAMILY, PARENTING AND RELATIONSHIPS 

 
10/01/2014 at 10:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes… Do the sexes really need each other anymore? A 
serious relationship, maybe even marriage, might be a nice option, but is it necessary? Dennis has 
thoughts. So do callers. 
 
10/22/2014 at 10:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes… Dennis welcomes back, Alison Armstrong, 
acclaimed relationship expert and founder of Founder of Celebrating Men, Satisfying Women 
Seminars. The topic is why men and women lie to each other. 
 
11/12/2014 at 13:00…Michael Medved…60 minutes… We all know the divorce statistics. But what 
about people who work through their issues and stay together. Michael asks: if you saved a troubled 
marriage, how did you do it? 
 
11/19/2014 at 10:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes… Marriages can be hard enough to navigate, but 
sometimes spouses have to deal with challenging in-laws, too. Sometimes it's overwhelming. Callers 
weigh in with their (horror) stories. A Best of Prager Hour. Originally broadcast on April 10, 2013. 
 
 

ISSUE: HEALTH/HAPPINESS/QUALITY-OF-LIFE 
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10/03/2014 at 10:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes… Madison Avenue and Hollywood promote the 
idea that we should all lead exciting lives. Is every day happiness boring in comparison? 
 
10/17/2014 at 14:00…Michaeal Medved…60 minutes… Friends are indispensable to a happy life. 
Michael discusses why is it so difficult to find and make friends? 
 
10/17/2014 at 10:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes… Human beings need excitement. That’s not 
necessarily bad. But how do you control that human urge so that it doesn’t overtake your life. It’s very 
hard to be happy if you’re preoccupied with excitement.  
 
10/24/2014 at 10:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes… Mirror, Mirror - Friends are a mirror on your life. 
Who your friends are says a lot about you. 
 
 
ISSUE: EDUCATIONAL 

 

11/13/2014 at 10:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes… The Left puts its values before truth… Dennis 
talks to Tim Graham, Executive Editor of Newsbusters.org about the mainstream media’s non-coverage 
of ObamaCare architect Jonathan Gruber’s “stupid American” comments… The President wants to turn 
the Internet into a government controlled utility. 
 
11/14/2014 at 12:00…Michael Medved…60 minutes… The President pledges $3B to an “international 
global climate fund.” Who’s going to get this money? Who’s going to watch over it? Chances are it 
ends up in some dictator’s Swiss bank account. But, hey, the President and the Left, can feel righteous 
about. That matters, right?... Michael talks to Rick Santorum, founder of Patriot Voices about the 
President’s threat to use Executive Orders to redo American immigration policy. 
 
12/18/2014 at 10:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes… The Pope played a big role in getting the 
President to establish full diplomatic relations with Cuba. Makes sense, he’s politically on the Left… 
Dennis talks to John McAdams, a Professor of Political Science at Marquette University. The 
professor’s free speech rights have been severely curtailed. His sin: he noted how class debate on the 
topic of same sex marriage is now beyond the pale. 
 
12/26/2014 at 10:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes… After conducting a concert, Dennis asked the 
musicians of the Brentwood Symphony if they were forced by their parents to play an instrument. All 
of the musicians, except one, to Dennis’s surprise, said no. They did it because they wanted to. So, can 
you push your kids into doing something they don’t want to do and achieve long term results. 
 
 
ISSUE:  PUBLIC INTEREST 
  
12/01/2014 at 10:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes… All the forensic evidence is on the side of Officer 
Wilson. That’s why he wasn’t indicted. Isn’t the Left supposed to be concerned with science? So why 
aren’t they siding with the officer?... St. Louis Rams players raised their hands in a “Hands Up, Don’t 
Shoot” gesture. The St. Louis police union wasn’t happy and said so in no uncertain terms… Dennis 
talks to Rabbi Shmuley Boteach, best-selling author, syndicated columnist and one of the best known 
rabbis in the country. Topic: The Oxford Debate. 
 
12/08/2014 at 10:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes… Dennis talks more about Darius Rucker and the 
verbal attacks thrown at him over the internet for singing White Christmas. Attacks came from those 
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opposing the term "White." The Rolling Stone columnist who wrote about the alleged gang rape on 
University of Virginia has since stepped away from her story and allegations. 
 
12/22/2014 at 17:00…Hugh Hewitt…60 minutes… Hugh opens with reading a page from Still the Best 
Hope, making the connection between the Gabriel Giffords shooting and the current shootings of cops. 
After Giffords was shot, the left blamed the right for their rhetoric, which "resulted" in her shooting, 
even though it was false.  Now, when police are being gunned down for the rhetoric the left has been 
using since Ferguson, they still blame the right. The lefts hatred is immeasurable to the rights. Hugh 
takes calls on a range of topics.  
 
12/25/2014 at 10:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes… On Christmas Day, a passenger was tossed off his 
flight when he threw a tantrum following a stewardess wishing him a Merry Christmas.  This would not 
have happened twenty years ago. Why did it happen now?... 
 
 
 
 


